Starlight Message
From Gloria Star
The Sun Cycle in Sagittarius 2022
The Power of Light
As we approach the last month of the year
2022, the change in the calendar marks a
significant time for humanity: Holidays take
the lead, and celebrations bring at spark of
hope. Celebration is important in our lives,
offering a reminder of potential, possibility, accomplishment and promise. After two
years of restraint and testing, most of us feel ready to break away from the ordinary and
seek out fresh pathways. What better time to start than the cycle of the Sun in
Sagittarius, the cosmic visionary and independent spirit?
When the Sun shifts to shine its light through Sagittarius on November 22nd, 2022
(3:20 AM EST), we enter the period ripe for a quest, when life’s large questions inspire
options worth exploring as we move away from fear and darkness, into the Light of
Truth. After many of the challenges resulting from loss, this period is ripe with options.
At the time the Sagittarius cycle begins, the planets Mercury and Venus are traveling in
tandem, giving a boost to communication and creativity. It’s time to declare intentions
… or at least hope … with compassionate action bringing healing. However, with Mars
hampered by a square with gossamer Neptune, the path may not be clear. It could be
helpful to “go with the flow,” but it may be more helpful to let go of the negative
elements manifesting around us in favor of a period of peace and reflection.
Heads up! Signals from others can be misinterpreted, or may not be honest. Be alert to
the possibilities that, in the poker game of life, there could be a lot of bluffing going on!
Before you can count to ten, the New Moon in Sagittarius occurs on November 23rd at
5:57 PM EST. This marks a time for beginnings, when greater momentum can be a
reward for taking bold steps toward those significant goals. For the next two weeks, the
Moon will be waxing, adding extra energy and spurring progress. The conjunction of
Mercury and Venus in Sagittarius continues through the 27th, when Venus may be
ready to deliver a message of love. Perhaps this pairing will enhance the best parts of
traveling to share the holiday with those you love!

You probably recall that Mars is now retrograde. Just think: “Moon Walk,” when you
consider the best steps and actions that could aid progress. The Mars retrograde cycle
will continue until January 12, 2023, so until then, patience might be required as a
means of releasing unfulfilled expectations. It’s a good period to pick up a project
started earlier, since you’ll likely find it easier to direct your actions differently than
before. Or, perhaps it’s time to consider a plan that needed more testing before
commitment.
Speaking of retrograde, Jupiter turns to move forward on November 23rd at 6:02 PM
EST, after 4 months retrograde. This giant among the planets signifies abundance,
optimism, adventure, and generosity, and is seen manifesting through higher
education, travel, the court system, the publishing industry, philosophical pursuits and
more. While retrograde, Jupiter often manifests as plans that backfire, expectations that
go unfulfilled, and contracts that seems to be ineffectual. Now that Jupiter is moving
forward again, anticipate that legal maneuvers, extended travel, education and writing
will show greater promise and success. It’s an added bonus for Jupiter to move forward
again during some of our favorite holidays!
The zodiac degree occupied by Jupiter when
stationing and then moving forward is reflected by
the Sabian Symbol, “LIGHT BREAKING INTO
MANY COLORS AS IT PASSES THROUGH A
PRISM.” The experience of light through a prism can
seem almost magical, and can be inspirational.
Rainbows continue to invite us to stop and allow at least a moment of joy when the
light creates that amazing dome – a reminder that life is filled with potential and
abundant blessings.
Needless to say, with so many planets moving out of retrograde, there may be more
extensive progress, or at least some of the projects and endeavors that may have been
stalled are more likely to move forward again. Since the retrograde cycles often bring
up issues that were overlooked or ignored, delayed actions and incomplete projects
may seem to be quite different than originally anticipated. There’s also a temptation to
go backward, but the truth is that we’ve just done that! It is time to move forward.
However, the obstacles that may have emerged during the retrograde cycles may now
be easier to move or navigate, and there’s likely to be an acceleration of actions as we
move further into the Sun in Sagittarius cycle. Additionally, Neptune’s retrograde cycle
also ends, turning Direct on December 3rd (7:15 PM EST), when following the path
inspired by your dreams and guided by intuition can provide fruitful results.

The Full Moon in Gemini on December 7th (11:08 PM EST), links up with retrograde
Mars in Gemini, adding intensity to actions reaching a critical point. Actions that may
have been initiated in mid-September may now take the top priority, and innovative
efforts gain a boost. The weeks leading up to this Full Moon mark a significant period
for communication. It’s important to have clarity about your intentions before you state
them, although the influence of Gemini can be helpful when you’re required to be more
extemporaneous. Do watch out for those who may seem to be speaking without a true
understanding of what they are communicating.
Now that the gas giant Jupiter is moving direct once again, the planet moves forward
into Aries’ territory on December 20th, the day before the Solstice. This shift of Jupiter
into Aries adds strong momentum to the impulse to get things moving. Standing still
will be difficult, if not contraindicated. We welcome the Winter Solstice on December
21st, when we will experience the longest night, before welcoming a return of the light. I
don’t know about you, but I am always happy to experience those “longer days!” More
about the Winter Solstice in the next Starlight Message.
When you’re ready to schedule some time to explore what the days and months ahead
may have to offer for you, please get in touch and we’ll find a time that works for you. I
am still working with clients by phone.
Starlight Special!
It’s been a while since I’ve offered a Starlight Special – a product or service featured at a
discounted price available to Starlight subscribers. To give you an assist in your action
plan for New Year ahead, I am offering the Personal Time Line Report (PDF sent via
email) at a reduced price of only $35. For a limited time – until January 20th, 2023, this
TimeLine Special will be available. The report itself is about 65 pages in length. The
regular price for this report is $45. To order, please contact me via email and I’ll send
you an invoice for payment. We hope to have more reports available early next year,
and I’ll let you know when they become available. Thank you!
Bright Blessings to you and yours,
Gloria
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